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3D Printer Escape Room Script
The escapees are let into the room, and asked to sit in the chairs provided.
Doctor Maker and Doctor Filament are in the corner of the room whispering intensely. Both are wearing
ridiculous costumes: a lab coat, a jumbo pair of glasses, fake moustache, etc. Doctor Filament has a
clipboard, and continually makes notes on it. Filament elbows Maker and gestures towards the group.
Doctor Filament: They have arrived for their tour, Doctor Maker!
Doctor Maker: Oh! You’re here! Welcome to 3D Tech Labs – your one stop shop for everything 3D
printing. I’m Doctor Maker, and this is my colleague Doctor Filament.
Filament: As I’m sure you know, 3d Tech Labs is known around the world as the best 3D printing factory
in the history of 3D printing factories. We have machines that print robotic arms, machines that print
cars, and even machines that print more machines! There’s nothing we cannot print.
Maker: If you could have anything 3D Printed, what would you print?
*take suggestions from the crowd, improvise answers, saying that 3D Tech Labs can print everything
they suggest*
*after 4 or 5 suggestions, Filament nudges Maker and points dramatically to the clock*
Maker: Oh yes, right. This tour is exactly 45 minutes long, and we shouldn’t waste any of it dilly-dallying!
In fact, if I don’t unlock this lock *points to 3d printed padlock* in the next 45 minutes, a button inside
will be activated, and the 3D printers will print a jail all the way around this building!
Filament: I still don’t understand why you insisted on adding that feature… It’s incredibly dangerous, and
random, and unnecessary, and Maker: Oh come on, Filament, I think you need to loosen up and learn how to live a little! In fact, since
it’s your birthday today –
Filament: *deadpan* It’s not my birthday. And we really need to get back to our tour Maker: - I’ve put together a little puzzle for you and our new friends here!
Filament: …what are you talking about?
Maker: You will have to work together to solve the clues and unlock this here lock – otherwise we’ll all
be stuck inside a 3D printed jail forever! This should be fun. Well, I’m out. Have a great time!!! And
happy birthday!
*Maker leaves, starting the computer timer on the way out*

